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1. It was proposed by Rossi and Veneziano/li to describe the asymptotic 

contribution to the annihilation cross section in the dual topological expansion 

scheme by the three-sheet diagram resulting from annihilation of string junctions 

in the incident baryons. Unfortunately, this qualitative pattern is not supplied 

with any calculation scheme. 

lhe wide spread opinion that the experimentally observed (up to 12 GeV) energy 

dependence<5~~~élis cannected with this asymptotic contribution is based on the 

estimations by Eilon and Harrari/2/. But they used the oversimplified Chew-Pignotti 

approach/3/ to the multiperipheral model/4 , S/ which is a160 toa crude. 

We insist on the statement that measured energy dependence of annihilation craSa 

section is connected with preasymptotic mechanisms, but asymptotic one Ia almosf 

energy independent. 

2. Let us consider a natural'mechaniam in theOCO perturbative theory (PI) lea

ding to three-sheet configuratian in the final state. It can be a result of exchange 

by two gluons which are in the decuplet colour state/6,7/ as it is shown in fig.l. 

J Il ! --==--c [ Fig.l. lhe lowest arder perturbative 

graph with two-gluon decuplet[ [ exchange lêading to three-sheet 

- [ ( final state canfiguration~ 

lhe final state (3q) {lO}(3q){fõJcan be cansidered as three qq colaurleas states 

(strings) independently decaying inta hadrons. 

lhe crass section of this praceSH is cannected through unitarity with cut of the 

four-gluan graph shown in fig.2a. Let us call this graph decameron. 
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This contribution to the elastic scattering amplitude is energy independent 

and is forbidden in pp scattering (in eikonal approximation). Nevertheless the 

Pomeranchuk theorem is not violated because different cuts of the decameron graph 

through decuplet-antidecuplet (fig.2a) and oetet-octet (fig.2b) intermediate states 
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Fig.2. 

Oecuplet-antideeuplet (a) and octet-octet (b) euts of the perturbative 

decameron. 

cancell each other in the imaginary part of pp. elastic amplitude. 

This property differs the decameron from the odderon which makes a noticible 

contribution to the difference between pp and pp elastie scattering/6/ . 

It is important to note that eancellation of decameron contribution does not 

oecur i~ the inclusive pp eross section and multiplicity distribution due to diffe

rent topology af these cuts. One can calculate the croas section of the process 

Ss -- (J~) {iõ\ (Jq) 10 in the PT. The result denoted by <D{10jis the cross sectian of 

three-sheet events. It is elear that in lowest order approximation (){10] is energy 

independent. 
The croas section corresponding to fig.l has the following form/ 7/ 
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are the Gell-Mann colour matricea j o(s ia the QCO coupling eonstant j '"YsTR.and 'f;,TR 
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the singlet and decuplet colour WFj 1:. are the spatial coordinates of quarks in
 
l 

the c.m.	 of three 'quarksj q. are the gluon transverse momentaj the indices i ... ,i
l 4 

are the number af the quark in the three-quark WFj the sum overlloJ denotes the 

sum over alI possible states of three quarka which are in the decuplet eolour state. 

lhe expression for R'<><'1''' a("'(Ql ••• Q4) in formula0) is ob t e íned f'r om (2) by substi 
tution	 ). c( _ ( Ão{ ) T. 

After cumberaome calculations/7/ one can reduce the expression (1) to the 
following one 
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is the three-particle formfactor of baryon. 
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We use two types of the nonrelativistic nucleon WF. In the first case (denoted graph in fig.l. Let us try to extract ~(10)from the data/lO/ on charge partiele 
by I) the s~mmetrical oscillatory spatial WF is used. In the second case(II) we take multiplicity distribution differenee AG,,= 6~P - 6';i. First we smoothed 
into account the possibility/9/ of existence in the nueleon WF of the dynamieally over the energy dependence of the 6~P and 6~P data by polynomial fitting and 
enhanced ud-diquark with 5=1=0.	 than fitted t:.0 rt by sum of tvo Gaussian functions 

lhe value of ~S in (3) is related by means of one-loop approximation formula 

to o(~8} whieh enters in the expression for the NN-total cross sectio~, calculated Â i.~ ;;) 1/2 II _ 2 (6) 

in the double gluon approximation. lhe mean gluon momentum transfe,rred in the present 1,' ~6n.::: ~ J>~ (1ft exp[-j;(j3: f) J 
case	 is somewhat larger than in the case of total eross seetion. 

lhe results af ealeulations are shown in fig.3. corresponding to contributions of graphs with different topology. We fixed ~ I.1 
1z1J'., = f32./j31 and parametrized the energy dependence of O<,(S):::t.JS-f 
where the fírst term eorresponds to contributions of ú) -Reqqeon , tvo-ehee t anni

hilation graph,etc., but the second one corresponds to the negative contribution af
2 two-sheet graph in fig.2b, which compensatesdecameron contribution to e5i~~ . lhe 

fit of the data in the energy interval la +100 GeV shoved indeed that ' area under 

the first Gaussian curve, i.e. parameter 0(1 decreases with the energy:~=-0.56, 

ú) =134 mb. In opposite, as is seen from table I the area of the second 
..........
 Gaussian, i.e. value of par~meter 0(2, displays no energy dependence and has the
-t) 

lable 1E ..........,
 1 
<:) 

'Ô E(GeV) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

t:l.2. 2.4 2.2 2.9 3.8 4.0 4.5 4.5 4.2 4.0 3.3 
(mb) 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9:t ó..o/. 2

5.35 6.4 6.8 6.5 6.3 6.1 6.0 6.0 6.1 6~7[31
0.1 0.2 0.3 O.ti Q5	 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8! ~ f-> 1 

5.26 4.3 3.8 4.3 3.6 3.3 2.7 2.4 2.3 3.2(1;)1 Fm	 01 
Ó.24 0.3 0.5 0.8 Li L3 1.3 L3 1.3 1.6:!: ~t1 

Fig.3.	 132/131 1.40 1.25 1.22 1.45 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7 
0.03 0.04 0.08 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 

Results of perturbative QCO ealeulations of ~{101' lhe dashed :t c: ft>Z1ft1 
and solid curves eorrespond to variante I and 11 of nueleon 

~Jr respeetively. mean value ai, = fJ =3~ 0.2 mb. lhis difference in energy dependence of two contri 

butions can be seen with the naked eye in pictures shown for example in fig.4. 
So we indeed found theenergy independent large multiplicity contributionWe ean see that in case II the value of c5 {iOj tends to zero when the diquark mean 

which can be identified with annihilation cut of the decameron and has the crosssquare radius <~~ > turns into zero. Thís is the result of colour screening insidc 
sectiondiquark. If the impurity of compaet diquark in the nucleon WF is about 50%/9/ one .r, 

can conqfude that the value of <0 {to} is approximately I + 2 rro , ex]» 

3. In apite of the absenee of high energy annihilation data one ean attempt to J G{fOJ = 1.51:0.1 mb .	 O)utilize the Jact of enlarged partiele multiplieity corresponding to the three-sheet 
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lhe sarne as in fig.4 at ~ =S2.7 GeV. lhe sick• 
cürve with error ba~ shows our predictions. 

This	 value calculated with averaged parameters from table I is compared in fig.6 

I5R experimental data/l l/. 
Fig.4. 

fP fP 
Examples af multiplicity diatributian difference ~C3h~~n - ~n . Paints and with 

errara are abtained by polynomial interpolation over energy of experimental data/IO/. 
Fig.6. lhe ratio of the pp to pp inclusive

lhe curves I and 11 carrespand to the first and second terms of expression (6). 
cross sections in central region.. lhe horizontal line ShOW6 our pre

This	 value very well carresponds to the above estimations in PT af QCO. ,-... 
o.... diction.Note that i f the energy is large enaugh the value a f di (5) =13lfS- 0.5 6- .3 &

becames negative, i.e. ~~n is negative at small n and is positive at large n. 
,....,%: ~ • •This	 is justified by the 15R data/l l/ shown in .fig.S tagether with aur prediction. 
I~	 O.a

AlI the parameters in (6) are fixed by mean values from table I, except the mean -O-multiplicity ~1' IUhich is faund to be 131 = 8.9:!: 0.6. 

As was mentioned above the different cuts of the decameron sholUn in fig.2 
! I 

0.6
L, . , , ! J 

do not compensate each other in the inclusive crass section. lhus ane can expect -4 -l O 2. 4 

some difference between pp and pp inclusive cross sections in the central region, !:J 

4. We can conclude now that the perturbative decaméron is a physical reality. Its
fP f? 

three-sheet cut is desplayed indeed in high multiplicity events with cross sectiond:d e:/'P/ ri!J _6."+ Ôl10J -( /32 + 0(,,). 
nearly energy independent up to 15R energies. lhe negative contribution of tlUo-sheet -Ópp	 (8) f

6 pPd6 pP/ J.!:J 6rt 131 rX2 
cut of the decameron is developed in lower multiplicity region in the I5R data. 

l", Oecameron contribution to the annihilation cross section is too small to observe 
,.,	 " ih 
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it in present annihilation data. Annihilation at intermediate energies is governed
 
7/


by another mechanism/ connected with slowing down one of the valence quarks. 

A few remarks in the conclusion. The effects of the higher orders af PT expan

sion should not influence significantly the energy dependence of decameron con

tribution. Comparison af the results of Bronzan and Shugar/12/ for reggeization of 

singlet and decuplet twa-gluon exchanges shows that negative bias of the intercept 

in	 the last case is small enough/6/. 

As for energy dependence of the annihilation cross section it is determined by 

faetor exp( - .3<nW)~/*)' where (n1i) is mean multiplicity of charged pions, 

\VN/~~ZO.03 is relative probability of NN pair production in central rapidity region. 

This factor is connected with prohibition af NN pair production in each of three 

qq strings in the final state. Unfortunately, there is no assurance that annihilation 

cross section will be measurea at high energies some time. 

In	 the future we need the high energy data with high statistics on the differe

nce between pp and pp multiplicity distributions, inclusive pp and pp cross sections 

in	 central rapidity region, data on proton throw through large rapidity gap. THe last 

pracess is effectively carried out by the decuplet gluonic exchange. 

It is very interesting to search for exotic string junction-antijunction states 
which should lie on the decameran Regge trajectary./l/ 
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KOIIeJUiOBHtI B.3., 3aXapOB BvI', E2-87-9l-l 
~HHaMHKa AeKaMepOHa BO B3aHMogeHcTBHH 
aHTHIIpOTOHOl3 BhICOl<OH 3HeprHH 

Ilexanepon - CHCTeMa H3 ~BeTOBhIX AeKyrmeTa-aHTHAeKYIIJIe
Ta, B HH3meM rropHgKe TeopHH B03My~eHHH Kxa OTBetIaeT OÕMeH~ 

tIeTWpbMH rJIIDOHaMH_B rrepeKpeCTHOM KaHaJIe. BKJIaA AeKaMepOHa 
B rrOJIHOe CetIeHHe pp B3aHMOAeHCTBHH HCtIe3aeT M3-3a COKpa
lI~eHI1F.: pa3JIHtIHhIX paapes aaaã , CBH3aHHhIX YHHTapHOCTblO c ABYX
H TpeXJIHCTHbIMH KOHetIHhIMH KOHqmrypa~HHMH. COKpa~eHHe OAHa
KO He rrpOHCXOAHT B pacrrpegeJIeHHH rro MHo~eCTBeHHOCTH. AHa
JIH3 COOTBeTCTBYIO~HX AaHHhIX BrrJIOTb AO 3HeprHH ISR rrOKa3aJI, 
tITO HMeeTCH He3aBHcH~HH OT 3HeprHH BKJIaA AeKaMepoHa c ce
tIeHHeM (l ,5+/-0, 1) MÕH, ,tITO xopomo COOTBeTcTByeT ouemcasr 
B TeopHH B03My~eHHH KX~. 

Paõor a BhlITOJIHeHa B Jlaõopa'ropan HAepHhIX rrpOÕJIBM 
OIUII1. 

Ilpenpmrr 06'be,zUIHeHHOrO HHCTHTYTa aztepasrx accnenoaaaaã. ,Uy6Ha 1987 
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Kopeliovich B.Z., Zakharov B.~. E5-87-911 
Decameron Dynamics in the High Energy 
Antiproton Interaction 

Decameron which is a colour decuplet-antidecuplet state 
in crossing channel corresponds to the four-gluon exchange 
graph in the lowest order of the perturbative QCD. It does 
not contribute to imaginary part of the pp elastic scatte
ring amplitude because of cancellation between different 
cuts of the decameron with three-sheet and two-sheet in
termediate states. But this cancellation does not occur in 
the multiplicity distribution. Analysis of experimental 
data up to ISR energies reveals energy indep~nderit decame
ron contribution to three sheet events with cross section 
1.5+0.1 mb in accordance with perturbative QCD estimation~. 

"The i.nvest i gat í on has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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